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Managing multiple productive org-files and finding the right org-mode for
your own writing process is something that can be very time-consuming.

We have been struggling with this since we started using org-mode in
2008 and we have made many experiments and now we think we have

made the right choice. We were actually so happy to find Thomas
Thalheim's blog post about the time management of multiple org-files. We
translated this blog post to english and found out that it was very useful in
our process of finding the right mode for our own way of writing. Based on
this blog post we want to share a new org-mode file, which we have named
*arquebus* and which we suggest you to try out. The arquebus mode was
based on a philosophy which is why we created an alternate file-structure
and where the main org-file is in the folder org-arquebus-mode, and we
have split off some sub files into a separate folder to fit our needs and

philosophy. We will try to use all files in one directory. We think the mode
uses the right arch of a writing process and we think it is good to have a

mode like this around, which is easy to use with minimal overhead and can
be implemented in your own way by using the configuration. We will try to
explain how we use the mode and give some advice for a good use of the
mode and some hints how to implement it in your own way. Why do we
need a mode like this? After editing about 50 documents in two different

modes the arquebus mode was the easiest one to work with, which means
we liked to work with the mode the most. We find this mode very

comfortable and we think we have been able to get more (and better) work
out of it. We have been using org-mode for about three years and we have

made many experiments with the mode. Most of the time there was at
least one configuration which worked much better than another. We

usually tried one or two different modes and at the end of this process we
choose the one which worked best for us. Now we are using org-mode

since 2009 and we have adopted this mode. We like it a lot and we think
we have found it to be the most comfortable way to write. Org-mode as a

workspace While working in org-mode we have to do some kind of
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